
CTSA Team Science Synchronizes the Spectrum of Clinical and Translational 
Research in Response to COVID-19

Institute for Clinical and Translational Research at Einstein and Montefiore, Bronx, New York 

COVID-19 hit the Bronx, NY in March 2020 as our institution and the 

Northeast fell victim to the virus. The many teams that make up the 

programs of the Einstein-Montefiore Institute for Clinical and 

Translational Research (ICTR) responded quickly, not due to special 

foresight to anticipate such an acute worldwide crisis, but because 

our foundational philosophy is to use the ICTR as an integrated group 

of resources. Einstein’s inherently collaborative research environment 

led to rapid adoption of team practices and innovative approaches to 

help address every aspect of the pandemic, from clinical care to SARS 

CoV-2 pathobiology, diagnosis, and treatment.

• Leadership of CTSA/ICTR who also have key institutional roles

CTSA UL1 PI (M Keller) member of NIAID COVID expert treatment panel, 
developing treatment guidelines for COVID-19

• ICTR core lead (M Gong) serves as Director of Critical Care Medicine

• ICTR core lead (M Rinke) Senior Director and Chief of Quality

• CTSA KL2 and TL1 PI (P Marantz) Assoc. Dean Clinical Research Ed.
• ICTR Biorepository lead (D Stein) serves as IRB chair

• ICTR Community and Engagement lead (H Strelnick) Assoc. Dean

• ICTR Informatics lead (P Mirhaji) heads institutional data innovation
• CTSA UL1 PI (H Shamoon) serves on Einstein’s COVID Taskforce

Clinical Trials

• IRB rapidly developed new procedures in partnership with the ICTR

• Hub Liaison Team and Office of Clinical Trials identify opportunities and 

launch clinical  trials 

Health Equity and Diversity

• Anti-racism and anti-bias activities supported by Einstein, and 

accelerated a systemic examination of policies 

• Presentation on COVID health disparities at Einstein Town Hall

• Combined and converted all diversity summer pipeline programs into 

near-peer and virtual-only; 95% completion rate (6 weeks, n=57)

OVERVIEW

INSTITUTIONAL EFFORTS

UL1, KL2, TL1 CTSA RESOURCES WORK TOGETHER (see figure) à
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• Convalescent plasma RCT (CONTAIN COVID) designed at Einstein-Montefiore, expanded to NYU and 
other hubs, also established centralized antibody testing laboratory at Einstein with help from the ICTR 

• Administrative Supplement for Informatics Core: A novel AI/ML system to predict respiratory failure and 
ARDS in Covid-19 patients based on early Montefiore patient experience, shared with NE partners

• COMBAT COVID—a data collaborative led by TriCON, NYU CTSA, 
INSIGHT PCORNet, Einstein-Montefiore, Columbia, Mt. Sinai, Cornell, and 
other hubs in NJ, Connecticut, and Massachusetts 

• CONTAIN COVID—multicenter RCT of convalescent plasma for acutely-ill 
COVID-19 patients

EVALUATION TEAM EXPANDS PORTFOLIO

NCATS-FUNDED UNIQUE INNOVATIONS TARGETING COVID-19

SELECTED COVID-19 PAPERS (of 121 to date)

REGIONAL & NATIONAL COLLABORATION Support for COVID-related research and other critical patient studies
• CRC units remained open for vital research

• Initiated early research in patients recovering from COVID-19 to provide basis for Ab treatment trial

• Nursing staff allowed to deploy off-site for important COVID-19 assessment study

• Collaborated with new investigators to transfer protocols from other sites to the CRC
• Collaborated to help address unmet resource needs (eg, develop space for trials in infected patients)

• Team Science Interviews with CTSA Core Leadership -

Characterization and assessment of ‘collaborative capacity’ and areas 

or priority within and between cores and projects

• COVID-19 Study Tracking - Assistance with cataloguing COVID-related 

studies

• Supplemental Local Evaluation : Montefiore Occupational Health -

Retrospective qualitative assessment of occupational health services 
efforts and activities in response to COVID-19 surge
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ICTR CLINICAL RESEARCH UNITS AND PCIR TEAM

Administrative Core
• Communications and coordination of effort; focused COVID-19 research resources 

webpage 

BERD
• Design clinical COVID studies as the pandemic hit Montefiore Health System

• Enable new grant applications for mechanistic and clinical outcomes research 

Biorepository Core • COVID specimen bank; specimen core for nationwide CONTAIN COVID trial

Biomarker Core
• Basic science and clinical lab collaboration on COVID antibody test, analytics for 

CONTAIN COVID trial 

Community 
Engagement and 
Collaboration

• Collaborated on 2 COVID-related applications submitted alongside national CTSA 

partner hubs (University of Florida, Charles Drew/UCLA).

• Assisted COVID response efforts by the newly-founded organizations, ‘The Bronx 

Relief Fund’ and ‘Bronx Community Foundation’

Workforce 
education, MSc, PhD; 
TL1; KL2 Career 
Development

• Remote learning for MSc and PhD programs, including the Clinical Research 

Training Program implemented April 2020; transitioned to hybrid model with some 

on-site programming 

• Junior faculty career development networking sessions (MeTTS) went fully on-line

• Some KL2 scholars took on team roles in addressing the need for COVID-19 

research workforce

Health Research 
Implementation 
Core (HRIC)

• Health system adaptation, eg, converting children’s hospital for adult COVID-19 

care

• Assessment of hospital personnel safety

• Rapid initiation of multiple pragmatic trials of COVID-19 treatment

Informatics and 
Data Science

• Built COVID-19 EMR cohort

• Regional (COMBAT COVID) and N3C data enclaves

• Designed and implemented a machine-learning AI system for predicting ARDS in 

COVID-19 patients

Life Span and 
Special Populations 
Core

• National collaborations to understand COVID-19 impact among Latinx populations

Pilot Project 
Program

• Converted to only COVID-related research

• Rapid solicitation and review cycle with awards announced mid-May 2020
• 4 translational and clinical projects selected and funded
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Start of pandemic, 
mortality peaking 
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mortality, and 
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Stabilization of virus 
impact, but new hot 

spots emerging
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